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CCLP Channels Available located on AMC 10 & 11 and GalaxY 1R, 11, & 12 

TOP PROGRAMMING OPTIONS and their descriptions 

 
Network: Channel 

Name: 
Category: Description: 

THE LEARNING 
CHANNEL  TLC EDUCATION/LEARNING 

TLC features world-class documentaries on history, human behavior and science, 
commercial-free/violence-free programs for preschoolers, and "how-to" programs 
featuring expert advice from the pros on cooking, gardening and home 
improvement. 

ANIMAL PLANET ANIML EDUCATION/LEARNING 

Animal Planet, Discovery Network's newest service, brings non-stop entertainment 
for animal lovers of all ages featuring a full range of premiere animal programming 
24 hours a day from Discovery Network's natural history library, including wildlife 
documentaries, pet care know-how, drama, family entertainment, event reportage 
and classic TV. 

DISCOVERY 
CHANNEL, THE  DISC EDUCATION/LEARNING 

The Discovery Channel offers the finest informative entertainment about nature and 
the environment, science and technology, history, adventure and the people who 
share our world. 

DISCOVERY 
CHANNEL, THE IN 
ESPANOL  EDUCATION/LEARNING 

The Discovery Channel offers the finest informative entertainment about nature and 
the environment, science and technology, history, adventure and the people who 
share our world. 

DISCOVERY HOME DHOME EDUCATION/LEARNING 
Discovery Home is a 24-hour guide to style, how-to and better living. The 
informative, high-quality how-to and lifestyle programming includes Great Chefs of 
the World, Lynette Jenning's Housesmart and Gardening Naturally. 

DISCOVERY KIDS DKIDS EDUCATION/LEARNING 

Offering a safe viewing environment for the entire family, Discovery Kids is 
designed for young people ages 7-14. The all-violence free programming is divided 
into separate blocks for preschool and elementary (mornings), elementary and 
junior high (afternoon and evening). 

DISCOVERY 
SCIENCE DSCI EDUCATION/LEARNING A branch off of the Discovery Channel , Discovery Channel Science featyres ibkt 

science-related shows. 

DISCOVERY TIMES 
CHANNEL DTIME EDUCATION/LEARNING 

Providing entertaining and need to know information about how we interact with the 
world around us, Discovery Civilization celebrates the people, places and cultures 
that shape our world. Programming is divided into three categories: Civilizations & 
Cultures, Adventure, and Contemporary Culture. 

DO IT YOURSELF DIY EDUCATION/LEARNING 

The Do It Yourself Network provides step-by-step instructions, in-depth 
demonstrations and tips for the do-it-yourself home enthusiast. Programming 
centers around Gardening and Landscaping, Home Repair and Remodeling, 
Decorating and Design, and Crafts with category experts hosting each DIY segment. 

FINE LIVING FLVNG EDUCATION/LEARNING 
FINE LIVING TV Network is dedicated to inspiring and empowering people to find 
the most rewarding ways to spend their time and money, allowing them to uncover 
the greatest value from their experiences. 

FOOD NETWORK  FOOD EDUCATION/LEARNING 

Food Network allows viewers to learn new recipes, innovative cooking techniques, 
add excitement to family meals, explore the country's finest restaurants, discover 
the latest healthy alternative and enjoy the humor and warmth of America's top 
chefs. 

HISTORY CHANNEL, 
THE HIST EDUCATION/LEARNING 

The History Channel is a 24-hour programming service devoted to fulfilling 
America's passion for history. The network features original and exclusive historical 
documentaries, movies, and mini-series. The History Channel is strongly committed 
to offering high-quality, original and exclusive programming that entertains, 
educates and informs its viewers. 

HOME & GARDEN 
TELEVISION  HGTV EDUCATION/LEARNING NO DESCRIPTION 
NATIONAL 
GEOGRAPHIC 
CHANNEL NTGEO EDUCATION/LEARNING 

The National Geographic Channel brings adventure, exploration, world culture, and 
natural science to life through passionate storytelling, spectacular imagery, and 
expert eyewitness accounts.  Experience the world and all its wonder, 7 days a 
week - 365 days a year, on this exciting new channel. 

TRAVEL CHANNEL, 
THE TRAV EDUCATION/LEARNING 

The Travel Channel offers a globe-spanning panorama of video visits, helpful advice, 
and intellectually engaging travel entertainment. 

ABC FAMILY  ABCFM FAMILY 
ABC Family is the destination for quality, contemporary family entertainment. This 
network offers a variety of programming appealing to all ages in the household - 
with an emphasis on adults ages 18-49. 

AMERICAN LIFE TV 
fka goodlife   FAMILY NO DESCRIPTION 

BOOMERANG BOOM FAMILY NO DESCRIPTION 
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Network: Channel 
Name: 

Category: Description: 

CARTOON 
NETWORK   FAMILY 

The Cartoon Network, the first and only 24-hour all animation network, offers the 
vast audience of cartoon lovers, young and old, the best cartoons ever made from 
the world's largest cartoon library. 

HALLMARK 
CHANNEL  HLMRK FAMILY 

From one of the most trusted brands, Hallmark Channel delivers extraordinary 
original movies and award-winning entertainment you won¿t find anywhere else. 
Hallmark Channel is committed to high-quality entertainment characterized by 
cinematic excellence and strong stories that are relevant to viewers and their lives 

NICK TOONS NICKT FAMILY NO DESCRIPTION 

NICKELODEON/NICK 
AT NIGHT  NICK FAMILY 

Nick at Nite, the home of classic TV features America's best-loved classic television 
programs including, I Love Lucy, The Mary Tyler Moore Show, The Dick Van Dyke 
Show, TAXI, I Dream of Jeannie, Bewitched, The Bob Newhart Show, and Dragnet. 
Nickelodeon, the Number One Network For Kids! Nickelodeon offers the highest 
quality and top-rated kid's programming in a variety of genres appealing to kids of 
all ages. 

NICKELODIAN 
GAMES AND 
SPORTS NICKG FAMILY 

Games and Sports for Kids connects with kids through one of the most important 
aspects of their lives - the games they play. It's the first and only sports network 
for kids. Nick GAS give kids the inside scoop on the games & sports they love along 
with their favorite Nick game shows. GAS' affiliation with the NFL, MLB, NBA, NHL 
and MLS, as well as other sports & games associations, gives kids exclusive shows 
and programs they can't get anywhere else! 

NOGGIN NOG/N FAMILY 
NOGGIN (6am-6pm ET) is the commercial-free, educational network for 
preschoolers dedicated to helping 2-5 year olds learn and grow to meet the 
challenges of their world.  

TV LAND  TVLNDE FAMILY 
Nick at Nite's TV Land is a brand-new, 24-hour network that showcases the best 
television dramas, Westerns, sitcoms and variety shows from the 1950s through the 
1980s. 

FitTV FitTV GENL ENTERTAINMENT 

FitTV allows you to look and feel better through entertaining and solution-driven 
programming. FitTV is the interactive network that inspires you to achieve fitness 
and well-being – on your terms. FitTV's entertaining programs will motivate you to 
reduce stress, create healthier meals, and build an active lifestyle. FitTV features 
leading experts, practical solutions and real-world stories that offer insight to men, 
women, and families. Wherever you are on your fitness journey, FitTV keeps you 
moving. 

MBC (Korean) MBC GENL ENTERTAINMENT NO DESCRIPTION 

OVATION   GENL ENTERTAINMENT Created by Optus Television as a platform for showcasing the arts. 
RAI (Italian)   GENL ENTERTAINMENT NO DESCRIPTION 
RTN (Russian)   GENL ENTERTAINMENT NO DESCRIPTION 
TURNER 
BROADCASTING 
SYSTEM  TBS GENL ENTERTAINMENT Broad-based, family oriented programming including movies, documentaries, classic 

comedies, children's shows and a variety of collegiate and professional sports. 

TELEMUNDO EAST   GENL ENTERTAINMENT NO DESCRIPTION 
TFC (Filipino)   GENL ENTERTAINMENT NO DESCRIPTION 
TURNER NETWORK 
TELEVISION  TNT GENL ENTERTAINMENT 

This premiere entertainment network delivers high-quality programming for viewers 
of all ages including Hollywood's best movies, exclusive made-for-TNT Original 
movies, Sunday Night NFL Football and television's most comprehensive NBA 
Basketball schedule. 

TV ASIA (South Asia)   GENL ENTERTAINMENT NO DESCRIPTION 
TV JAPAN   GENL ENTERTAINMENT NO DESCRIPTION 
TV5 (French)   GENL ENTERTAINMENT NO DESCRIPTION 
VH UNO   GENL ENTERTAINMENT NO DESCRIPTION 
ART (Arabic)   GENL ENTERTAINMENT NO DESCRIPTION 
ARTS & 
ENTERTAINMENT  A&E  GENL ENTERTAINMENT 

A&E Network features highly distinctive, quality entertainment including original 
biographies, mysteries and specials. 

AZN fka International 
Channel   GENL ENTERTAINMENT Programming in various Asian languages, many with English subtitles 
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Network: Channel 
Name: 

Category: Description: 

BBC AMERICA  BBC GENL ENTERTAINMENT 

BBC America offers a 24-hour schedule featuring a rich line-up of U.S. premieres 
and British favorites. Viewers will be treated to a host of new whodunits from the 
land of Sherlock Holmes, critically-acclaimed movies from the UK, a new generation 
of off-the-wall comedy in the tradition of Monty Python, plus hit contemporary 
dramas, life-style documentaries, award-winning classics and world class news. 

BLACK 
ENTERTAINMENT 
TELEVISION  BET GENL ENTERTAINMENT 

BET is the nation's first and only television network providing a platform for quality 
programming highlighting African-American culture. Viewers find BET not only 
entertaining but also educational. BET represents the best in entertainment, trend-
setting music videos, news, public affairs, jazz, specials, off-network sitcoms, 
gospel and college sports. 

BLACK 
ENTERTAINMENT 
TELEVISION ON 
JAZZ BETJ GENL ENTERTAINMENT NO DESCRIPTION 

BRAVO  BRAVO GENL ENTERTAINMENT 
Bravo, the Film and Arts Network, is the only network dedicated to award winning 
film and high quality arts programming - all presented without commercial 
interruption night and day. 

COMEDY CENTRAL  CMDY GENL ENTERTAINMENT 
The only all-comedy network. Comedy Central is the place viewers turn to for 24 
hours of programming that is clever, smart and, of course, funny. 

COURT TV  COURT GENL ENTERTAINMENT 
Court TV is a 24-hour cable network that takes viewers inside courtrooms across 
the country and around the world with live coverage of important and dramatic 
trials. 

E! ENTERTAINMENT 
TELEVISION  E! GENL ENTERTAINMENT 

E! is the place to see your favorite Hollywood celebrities. We bring you the stars 
and stories you crave, 24 hours a day. E! keeps you up to date on the Hollywood 
action with live event coverage, original programming and entertainment news. 
Because if it¿s happening in Hollywood, it¿s happening on E! 

ENCORE WAM  EWAM GENL ENTERTAINMENT 
Encore Wam is for teens. Providing a cool place to see great movies and teen 
entertainment. 

FX  FX GENL ENTERTAINMENT 
FX is making television history with a growing roster of award-winning original 
series The Shield, Nip/Tuck and Rescue Me; an established film library with box-
office hits and an impressive roster of acquired hit series. 

GAME SHOW 
NETWORK GAME GENL ENTERTAINMENT 

The Game Show Network, a division of Sony Pictures Entertainment, features 
exclusive, original, live interactive game shows, newly-produced specials and 
selections of classic programs from a vast, proprietary library. 

MUN2  MUN2 GENL ENTERTAINMENT 
mun2 is a bilingual television network that targets young, U.S. Latinos with an 
original programming line-up including entertainment/information, music, variety, 
and lifestyle genres. 

SCI-FI CHANNEL, 
THE  SCIFI GENL ENTERTAINMENT 

The Sci-Fi Channel provides a programming mix with something for every member 
of the family including science fiction, fantasy, classic horror and science fact 
programming. 

SPIKE TV  SPIKE  GENL ENTERTAINMENT 

Spike TV will inspire and define the modern man by addressing his lifestyle 
interests. Programming includes comedy, blockbuster movies, sports entertainment 
and innovative originals. The network will continue to be the home of WWE Raw; 
C.S.I.; Star Trek: The Next Generation; Slamball and James Bond movies. 

STYLE STYLE GENL ENTERTAINMENT 

style, the 24-hour network from the creators of E!, is the only network devoted to 
fashion, beauty, home and entertaining. style brings you the very latest looks in 
fashion, the newest trends in hair and makeup, top designers, models of the 
moment, the most beautiful homes, unique ideas for entertaining, travel and more. 
Come join us as we help bring style into your world. 

USA NETWORK  USA GENL ENTERTAINMENT 
USA offers a popular blend of original series, USA Pictures Original Movies, exclusive 
suspense and dramatic series, box office hits, high-profile sports and animated 
children's programming. 

WGN 
SUPERSTATION WGN GENL ENTERTAINMENT 

WGN delivers 160 live sporting events featuring the Chicago Bulls, Cubs and White 
Sox, recent and classic movies, action-adventure series, kid's and pre-teen 
favorites, specials, original and educational programs and news. 

UNIVISION UNVSN 
GENL 

ENTERTAINMENT/SPANISH

The leading Spanish-language broadcaster in the U.S. with programming that 
includes novelas, national and local newscasts, variety shows, children's 
programming; movies, sporting events and public affairs programming. Broadcast 
from Mexico and Venezuela. 

CCTV-4 (Chinese) CCTV4 INTERNATIONAL 
CCTV-4, an English-language Chinese channel, offers the country the best window 
into China and its culture. CCTV-9's programming mainly includes news reports, 
while also featuring cultural and entertainment programs. 

SHO FAMILY ZONE    MOVIES 

Finally a channel where families can watch without worry - no R programming ever! 
But it's not just for kids - there's something for everyone. You get top Hollywood 
Hits that are primarily PG and G rated, with some select PG-13 titles, mostly after 9 
pm. This is programming that even parents will stick around for. 

SHO TOO    MOVIES 
Showtime Too doubles your viewing options. Now, you'll get more of what you love 
on Showtime - like Big Hollywood Hits and Original Pictures and Series. Distinctively 
exciting choices every time you tune-in. 
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Network: Channel 
Name: 

Category: Description: 

SHO WOMEN    MOVIES 

On this channel, women rule both in front of and behind the camera. You can see 
women shine in a fresh array of Hollywood pictures, Original Series and behind-the-
scenes pieces. Showtime Women is everything you'd never expect. And so much 
more! 

SHOWCASE    MOVIES NO DESCRIPTION 
SHOWTIME 
BEYOND    MOVIES A channel devoted exclusively to Sci-Fi, horror and fantasy. Featuring first run 

movies and original movies and series. 

SLEUTH   MOVIES NO DESCRIPTION 

SUNDANCE EAST    MOVIES 
From Robert Redford, founder of the Sundance Film Festival, comes Sundance 
Channel. You'll see award-winning feature films, shorts, documentaries and 
international cinema – all uncut and commercial-free. 

THRILLER MAX    MOVIES The Suspense filled movies channel that shows films with intrigue and terror. 
Thriller MAX showcases movies that will keep you on the edge of your seat. 

ACTION MAX  AcMAX MOVIES 
The Hard-Hitting, Pulse Pounding, and Power-Packed Movie Channel. This offers a 
variety of Action-packed movies from broad appeal blockbusters, to westerns, war 
movies, and rarely available martial arts films. 

AMC  AMC MOVIES 
American Movie Classics is a 24-hour network devoted to the Golden Age of 
Hollywood. AMC offers the finest, most comprehensive libraries of classic films from 
the 1930s to the 1970s and a diverse blend of original programming. 

CINEMAX  MAX MOVIES 
With over 1,600 different movies a year, Cinemax gives viewers the widest variety 
of movies from its vast inventory with a different movie every night at 8 p.m. (ET) 
all year long! 

ENCORE  ENCR MOVIES 
Encore provides movies, all movies and nothing but movies. The greatest selection 
of movies you want to see and see again. 

ENCORE ACTION  EACTN MOVIES 
Encore Action brings the adrenaline rush to your door. Movies with high-impact 
excitement. 

ENCORE LOVE  ELOVE MOVIES Encore Love seduces you. Movies that stimulate your heart and mind. 

ENCORE 
MOVIEPLEX    MOVIES 

The ultimate commercial-free movie channel destination because it now delivers a 
great movie every night. Guaranteed! The New Encore has also added recent big-
hit, first-run movies. 

ENCORE 
MYSTERIES  EMYST MOVIES 

Encore Mystery will keep you guessing. Movies that challenge your instincts or prey 
on your worst fears. 

ENCORE TRUE 
STORIES  True MOVIES 

Encore Drama brings you powerful stories. Movies that reflect the uncertainty of 
life. 

ENCORE 
WESTERNS  EWSTN MOVIES Encore Westerns takes you back to the American frontier. All western all the time. 

FLIX    MOVIES 
FLIX has your all-time favorite movies from the '60s through the '90s. Movies you 
love for what they are, not for when they were made. You can call them classic. We 
just call them great! 

FOX MOVIE 
CHANNEL FOXMO MOVIES 

FOX Movie Channel features 20th Century Fox films ranging from the great titles of 
the past to the blockbusters of today. Films are unedited and commercial-free and 
are offered in a genre-based schedule which includes drama, action, romance, and 
comedy. 20th Century Fox offers great popular films such as "Planet of the Apes", 
"Romancing the Stone", "My Cousin Vinny", and "Raising Arizona". 

HBO  HBO MOVIES Top quality programming with Hollywood's greatest films, award winning original 
series, documentaries, comedy and music specials. 

HBO COMEDY  HBOcm MOVIES Uncut, uncensored comedy series, specials and movies guaranteed to keep you 
laughing. 

HBO FAMILY  HBOF MOVIES Original animated series, children specials and family documentaries to educate 
inform and entertain. No "R" rated programming. 

HBO LATINO  HBOL MOVIES 

HBO Latino offers Hollywood hits, boxing, HBO original movies and series as well as 
Spanish- language films. While the programming will mirror that of HBO, the 
channel will feature U.S. premieres of Spanish- language films from Spain and Latin 
America. 

HBO SINGNATURE  HBOS MOVIES Only the finest Hollywood films and original productions. Sophisticated 
entertainment for discerning tastes. 

HBO ZONE  HBOzn MOVIES NO DESCRIPTION 
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Network: Channel 
Name: 

Category: Description: 

INDEPENDENT FILM 
CHANNEL IFC MOVIES 

Broadcasting 24 hours a day, 7 days per week, Independent Film Channel features 
award-winning independent films, original series, documentaries, and live events. 

MORE MAX    MOVIES More and more great movies from Cinemax. 

SHOWTIME EAST    MOVIES Box office Hollywood hits and original programs, comedy and variety specials, 
boxing, and more. 

STARZ! CINEMA    MOVIES Starz Cinema lives outside the mainstream. Films that bring the art-house to your 
house. 

STARZ! COMEDY    MOVIES NO DESCRIPTION 

STARZ! EAST    MOVIES Starz is where the new hit movies live. Don't just see the big movies, experience 
them.  

STARZ! EDGE    MOVIES Starz Edge defies expectation. Flicks and picks for the new generation. 

STARZ! IN BLACK    MOVIES Starz InBlack is culturally connected. The source for the biggest, coolest movies and 
urban entertainment.  

STARZ! KIDS & 
FAMILY    MOVIES Starz Kids & Family is for the young and the young at heart. Movies all families can 

enjoy. 

TURNER MOVIE 
CHANNEL EAST TMC MOVIES 

More movies. More stuff tm. More of the big movies, trivia and film facts that you 
enjoy on The Movie Channel. Whether you're into drama, action, comedy or 
romance, with TMC Xtra, you'll always get a complete viewing experience - a great 
movie plus humorous original movie shorts and behind-the-scenes trivia about your 
favorite screen scenes and celebrities. 

TURNER CLASSIC 
MOVIES TCM MOVIES 

Drawing from the greatest library in the world, TCM is the ultimate movie lover's 
channel. Over 400 movies a month from the '20s to the 80s. More titles 
uninterrupted, 24 hours a day. 

MUCH MUSIC   MUSIC NO DESCRIPTION 
COUNTRY MUSIC 
TELEVISION  CMT MUSIC 

CMT is the video network for young country fans, playing non-stop contemporary 
country hits 24 hours a day. With today's younger, more national audience, country 
is America's hottest selling music, and the most popular radio format. 

GREAT AMERICAN 
COUNTRY GAC MUSIC 

Great American Country plays back-to-back country videos 24 hours a day, 7 days 
a week. Celebrities host a weekly countdown show that features videos that viewers 
vote for each week at GAC's website, www.countrystars.com. In addition, 
programming includes one-on-one country artist interviews, newly released and 
alternative country music videos.  

LOGO EAST (formally 
VH1 Mega Hits)   MUSIC 

With videos and concerts by the biggest stars and newest faces, as well as exclusive 
events, stunts and specials, VH1 is where today's upscale viewers stay connected to 
the music - and music culture they love. 

MUSIC TELEVISION 
2 M2 MUSIC 

A new 24-hour music video channel created by MTV. MTV2 is custom-built for music 
enthusiasts, blending a diverse mix of music with the power of interactive 
technology. It's the perfect complement to MTV! 

MUSIC TELEVISION  MTV MUSIC 
America's premiere music video and entertainment network for young adults 
featuring programs on news, sports, fashion, entertainment, animation, comedy 
and concert specials. 

MUSIC TELEVISION 
HITS MTV MUSIC 

America's premiere music video and entertainment network for young adults 
featuring programs on news, sports, fashion, entertainment, animation, comedy 
and concert specials. 

MUSIC TELEVISION 
JAMS MTV MUSIC 

America's premiere music video and entertainment network for young adults 
featuring programs on news, sports, fashion, entertainment, animation, comedy 
and concert specials. 

VH1 CLASSIC VH1CL MUSIC 

VH1 Classic presents music videos and live concert footage from the 1960s, 1970s 
and 1980s. VH1 Classic features classic rock, soul and dance artists, including The 
Beatles, The Rolling Stones, Tina Turner, Marvin Gaye, Stevie Wonder and many 
more legendary artists and bands. 

VH1 COUNTRY   MUSIC NO DESCRIPTION 
VH1 SOUL   MUSIC NO DESCRIPTION 
VH1   MUSIC NO DESCRIPTION 
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Network: Channel 
Name: 

Category: Description: 

C-SPAN2 CSPAN2 NEW/INFORMATIONAL 
C-SPAN2 offers 24-hour coverage of important political events from Washington, 
D.C. and around the nation including live debate from the U.S. Senate. 

C-SPAN3 CSPAN3 NEW/INFORMATIONAL NO DESCRIPTION 

CNNI CNNI NEWS/INFORMATIONAL A 12-hour global news and information network 
NEWSWORLD 
INTERNATIONAL   NEWS/INFORMATIONAL NO DESCRIPTION 

BLOOMBERG 
TELEVISION BITV NEWS/INFORMATIONAL 

A sophisticated 24-hour business and financial news channel, BLOOMBERG 
TELEVISION delivers power tools for power players and serious investors via 10 
networks in seven languages, reaching over 200 million homes around the world. 
We build on our world-class resources to present up-to-the-minute coverage of 
financial news and markets, bringing our journalistic expertise to our programming 
with the best reporters to deliver the news and the best journalists to add 
perspective and analysis. Our multi-screen format displays information at a glance 
for investors who need quick, reliable news and data as market conditions change. 

CABLE NEWS 
NETWORK CNN NEWS/INFORMATIONAL NO DESCRIPTION 

CABLE NEWS 
NETWORK IN 
SPANISH CNN NEWS/INFORMATIONAL NO DESCRIPTION 

CNBC CNBC NEWS/INFORMATIONAL 
The world's leading business and financial news network. CNBC keeps viewers 
abreast of the latest-breaking market news, trends and personal finance 
information. 

CNBC WORLD CNBCW NEWS/INFORMATIONAL 

CNBC World combines the business news from the US, Asia and Europe into a 24 
hour a day, global business news network; offering global financial markets in real 
time, live from around the world. Designed with original content and coverage, 
CNBC World provides in-depth market coverage from around the world, major 
industry news conferences, analyst calls and  

C-SPAN CSPAN NEWS/INFORMATIONAL 
C-SPAN offers unique news and information programming, including 24-hour 
coverage of important political events from Washington, D.C. and around the nation 
including live debate from the floor of the U.S. House. 

FOX NEWS 
CHANNEL FXNWS NEWS/INFORMATIONAL 

FOX News is a 24 hour network. From 6 a.m. to 5 p.m. ET, they offer fresh news 
updates at the top and the bottom of every hour, followed by in-depth reports on a 
broad range of topics including health, entertainment, sports, business, lifestyles, 
religion, family, psychology and politics. Each night, FOX News delivers engaging 
one-hour programs analyzing the day's events, featuring newsmaker interviews. 
FOX News also offers live News Now updates around the clock. 

G4 TECH TV  G4 NEWS/INFORMATIONAL 

G4 - video game television - is the only 24/7 television network dedicated to video 
games. G4 airs all-original programming with shows that feature breaking industry 
news, reviews, the hottest games, gear and technology, celebrity interviews, insider 
opinions and underground trends. 

HEADLINE NEWS 
NETWORK HNN NEWS/INFORMATIONAL 

During your busy morning and day, Headline News brings you the day¿s top stories 
in a fast-paced 30 minute newscast. In the evening, Headline Prime switches gears 
to deliver a line-up of destination shows not to be missed ¿ including Showbiz 
Tonight, Nancy Grace and Prime News Tonight. 

MSNBC MSNBC NEWS/INFORMATIONAL 
MSNBC is a revolutionary 24-hour news, talk and information network and Internet 
service from NBC and Microsoft. 

WEATHER 
CHANNEL, THE  TWC NEWS/INFORMATIONAL 

The Weather Channel offers live 24-hour-a-day programming, which provides local 
forecasts to over 3,000 weather zones with regional and national weather 
conditions. 

CLASSIC ARTS 
SHOWCASE ARTS PUBLIC INTEREST 

Classic Arts Showcase is a 24-hour cable channel that plays contemporary, vintage 
and rare video and film clips of the arts. 

INSPIRATIONAL 
NETWORK INSP RELIGIOUS 

The Inspiration Network is a ministry-focused television network. INSP proudly 
produces an exclusive spectrum of popular programs for the entire family. This 
includes our own original programming and more than 100 different Christian 
ministries that bring hope and salvation to the hurting and the lost. 

ETERNAL WORD 
TELEVISION 
NETWORK EWTN RELIGIOUS 

EWTN is America's largest religious cable network. EWTN provides 24 hours of 
family-oriented, spiritual growth programming featuring top-notch talk shows, 
weekly series and exciting documentaries. 

TRINITY 
BROADCASTING 
NETWORK TBN RELIGIOUS 

TBN is America's most viewed religious network. TBN features the best in faith and 
inspirational programs that include a wide variety of denominations. Its program 
formats include worship, variety, music, children's, news, sports, talk and live 
anointed programs. TBN produces more original programs than any other religious 
network. 
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Network: Channel 
Name: 

Category: Description: 

AMERICAN STORE   SHOPPING NO DESCRIPTION 

HOME SHOPPING 
NETWORK, THE HSN SHOPPING 

HSN features programs geared to a variety of lifestyles and special interest 
categories. This innovative mix, great values and quality brand merchandise make 
the Home Shopping Network a unique and entertaining interactive shopping 
experience. 

QVC SHOPPING 
NETWORK QVC SHOPPING 

QVC is a home shopping network available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week featuring 
name brand products at super savings. Fashion, fitness, electronics, home 
furnishings, tools, jewelry and gift merchandise are highlighted. 

SHOP AT HOME SAH SHOPPING 
Shop At Home, Inc. is a 24-hour home shopping channel featuring specialty 
consumer products, primarily collectibles, working in combination with its 
interactive media site, www.collectibles.com. 

SHOP NBC SHNBC SHOPPING 

ShopNBC® is an entertaining, live, 24-hour TV shopping network offering a broad 
array of quality products, from jewelry and fashions to consumer electronics, beauty 
aids, and more, at wonderful prices. ShopNBC¿s® Commitment to customer 
service, including a money-back guarantee, ensures your satisfaction and 
convenience. 

GALAVISION GLVSN SPANISH 

A broad-based entertainment network that appeals to every member of the entire 
U.S. Hispanic family. Programming includes top-rated novelas, news, comedy, 
music, movies and live sports including live Mexican soccer. Broadcast from Mexico. 

TELEFUTURA  FTRA SPANISH 

Telefutura offers alternative programming genres in nearly every daypart, including 
comedy, entertainment, games, talk shows and more hours of sports programming 
than any other Spanish-language broadcast network. In addition Telefutura's 
signature programming is its monumental movie library, which is among the largest 
ever assembled for Spanish-language television. 

FOX NET   SPORTS 

Fox is the newest major network. It was started as an alternative to the traditional 
networks programming. It offers national programming and local broadcasts. 
Programming options include sports, action and adventure, comedy, crime shows, 
game shows, talk shows, NFL football, drama, children's programming and news.F 

FOX SPORT IN 
ESPANOL   SPORTS NO DESCRIPTION 

ESPN ESPN SPORTS 
ESPN offers the widest and most diverse schedule of sports programming available. 
ESPN sports coverage includes Major League Baseball, Sunday Night Football and 
NCAA Basketball. 

ESPN2  ESPN2 SPORTS 

ESPN2 is a differentiated 24-hour sports network that features more than 2,500 
hours a year of original sports programming targeting young and light to moderate 
sports viewers, yet appeals to all sports fans. ESPN2's event programming includes 
the NHL, NCAA basketball, College Arena Football, Roller Hockey International, 
Canadian Football League, National Professional Soccer League, Major Indoor 
Lacrosse, Harness Racing, Arena Football and participatory/extreme sports. 

FOX PITTSBURGH  FOXP2 SPORTS NO DESCRIPTION 

FOX SOCCER 
CHANNEL FSC SPORTS 

Fox Soccer Channel, formerly Fox Sports World, offers the most comprehensive 
coverage of world-class soccer available in the United States. Fox Soccer Channel¿s 
distinct programming lineup positions the network as the leading broadcaster of 
U.S. and international soccer, rugby and international sports news. 

FOX SPORTS 
ARIZONA FOXAZ SPORTS 

FOX Sports Arizona teams up with Arizona's other residing sports resident, the 
Phoenix Coyotes to bring customers cool NHL action. Not to be outdone, the 
University of Arizona and Arizona State take center stage on the collegiate athletic 
field. But that's not all. Other sports like golfing, tennis and outdoor activities stake 
claim on FOXAZ. Plus in 1998, the Arizona Diamondbacks will strike MLB in the 
desert only on FOXAZ. 

FOX SPORTS 
DETROIT FOXD SPORTS 

FOX Sports Detroit direct from the Motor City, FOXDT's extensive coverage of 
professional and collegiate teams cannot be surpassed. With coverage of the 
Stanley Cup Champion Detroit Red Wings, to Grant Hill and the Pistons, to those 
frisky Tigers of the MLB, as well as collegiate baseball and basketball coverage, the 
Motor City's finest play here. FOXDT offers sports fans a colossal amount of 
programming including coverage of professional wrestling, auto racing, boxing and 
harness racing. 

FOX SPORTS 
MIDWEST FMOXMW SPORTS 

Check out sports from the heartland, with FOX Sports Midwest. With coverage of 
the Pacers, Blues, Cardinals and the Kansas City Royals, plus great NCAA action 
from the Big 12 & Conference USA, your customers will love the events on this RSN. 

FOX SPORTS 
NORTHWEST FOXNW SPORTS 

FOX Sports Northwest pours on the coverage starting with the return of the Seattle 
Sonics of the NBA and the Seattle Mariners from MLB. Plus a wide variety of college 
athletics from the PAC-10, Big Sky and Big West conferences. Throw in some 
special interest shows like outdoor programming and horse racing and you have a 
RSN so large, Big Foot would be jealous. Don't rain on your customer's parade. Get 
them tuned into FOXNW today for the best sports coverage the Northwest has to 
offer. 

FOX SPORTS 
ROCKY MOUNTAIN FOXRM SPORTS 

FOX Sports Rocky Mountain offers viewers pro coverage from the Utah Jazz from 
the NBA and the Colorado Rockies from MLB. College coverage comes out of the Big 
12, WAC and the Big West. Other sports slide into view with programs like outdoor 
shows and racing. 
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Network: Channel 
Name: 

Category: Description: 

FOX SPORTS 
SOUTH FOXS SPORTS 

FOX Sports South has exclusive coverage of the always-dynamic Atlanta Braves the 
Atlanta Hawks and the Charlotte Hornets. Plus this year, the newest NHL team 
skates on to FOXSS, the Carolina Hurricanes. FOX Sports South has collegiate 
coverage of baseball, basketball and football from the SEC, ACC and Southern 
Conferences. Additional programming includes coverage of southern fishing and 
hunting, WCW Wrestling and auto racing 

FOX SPORTS 
SOUTHWEST FOXSW SPORTS 

Deep in the heart of Texas, FOX Sports Southwest brings sports fans their favorite 
sporting events with a kick. The Houston Astros and Texas Rangers represent the 
MLB on FOXSW, the Dallas Stars shine on the NHL and the NBA throws in the 
Mavericks, Rockets and Spurs. 

FOX SPORTS WEST FOXW SPORTS 

Straight from sunny California, Fox Sports West shines through with non-stop 
sports coverage. Starting with the tradition-filled play of the Los Angeles Lakers, the 
high flying Anaheim Angels from MLB and the best royalty in California, the L..A. 
Kings all compete for their titles on FOXW. College coverage comes from USC, UCLA 
and the rest of the PAC-10 conference. To wrap it up, FOXW goes ringside with 
coverage of boxing, horse racing from Los Alamitos, plus tennis, surfing and other 
great west coast sporting events. 

FOX SPORTS WEST 
2 FOXW2 SPORTS 

NO DESCRIPTION 

GOLF CHANNEL, 
THE GOLF SPORTS 

The Golf Channel is the world's first 24-hour network devoted entirely to golf 
programming. The programming schedule includes an exclusive blend of PGA TOUR, 
Senior PGA TOUR, NIKE TOUR, LPGA and European PGA Tour competition, 
instruction with world renowned instructors, a nightly golf news show, live call-in 
golf talk and instruction programs and video tours of great courses throughout the 
world. 

HORSERACING TV HRTV SPORTS NO DESCRIPTION 

OUTDOOR LIFE 
NETWORK OLN SPORTS 

  

SUN SPORTS SUN SPORTS 

The Sunshine Network has exclusive coverage of the sizzling Miami Heat, Orlando 
Magic and the electric Tampa Bay Lightning, as well as year-round coverage of 
Florida State, University of Florida, UCF, ACC, SEC, TAAC, MEAC and Sunshine State 
Conference athletics. Additional programming includes coverage of select pre-
season game replays coaches shows and more from all 3 Florida NFL teams and 
WNBA, MLS golf, tennis, high school sports and more. 

TURNER SOUTH* TUSOU SPORTS 

A general entertainment regional network, this service will be available in Alabama, 
Georgia, Mississippi, Tennessee, South Carolina and regions of North Carolina. 
Turner South is the exclusive home for the Atlanta Thrashers NHL games and will 
host Atlanta Braves baseball and Atlanta Hawks basketball games. Other 
programming includes movies, series and sitcoms as well as original programming 
tailored to the Southern viewers. 

LIFETIME  LIFE WOMEN'S PROG. 
Lifetime keeps women entertained, informed and in touch with quality series, 
original world premiere movies and exciting original specials, as well as public 
outreach campaigns. 

LIFETIME MOVIE 
NETWORK LMN WOMEN'S PROG. 

Lifetime Movie Network has movies from a woman's perspective and distinctive 
point of view movies for and about women that connect with who they are and their 
experiences. Movies that cover every genre from romance and mystery to drama 
and comedy, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 

OXYGEN OXYGN WOMEN'S PROG. 

The only cable network owned and operated by women, Oxygen is the place for fun-
loving intelligent and free-thinking women. With hot originals, hit movies and 
comedy favorites Oxygen is rewriting the rulebook for women's television. 

WE: WOMEN'S 
ENTERTAINMENT  WE WOMEN'S PROG. 

WE: WOMEN'S ENTERTAINMENT, features the largest collection of women's interest 
films, inspiring original series and topical specials. Original series include the Emmy 
nominated series Cool Women; Journey Women Off the Map; Style World; Everyday 
Elegance, and Great Romances. Network hosts include Diane Lane, Cindy Crawford, 
Vanessa Williams, Naomi Judd and Diane Lane. 
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